“Safe Hospitality”
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY

We have prepared a protocol to make our guests' holiday safer;
What are the actions that we made?

We have equipped with nebulizers of medical surgical products and virucidal protection, which we
use to frequently sanitize all the common areas

We have created a sanitizing protocol for all rooms based on products with medical-surgical
products and ozone to guarantee maximum safety for all our guests.

We have prepared the Zero Touch system that allows all guests to be able to perform all daily
operations, from Check-In to Dinner, with their SmartPhone without using commonly used
products that could be the vehicle source of the virus.

We have revised the entire layout of the hotel to ensure all guests have the right space and we
have indicated the "safe" paths to follow. In addition, we have prepared the appropriate vertical
and horizontal signs, which allow guests to be informed about the procedures for their own safety
and well-being.

We trained all our staﬀ to use their competence in the service of guests in total safety.

Wishing you a good stay at the Montecallini
We say thank you …….

Thank you

Because we know that you will help us guarantee your safety by respecting the indications and
rules of "Safe Coexistence"

Thank you

Because you will understand that it is a new adventure for us too, but we will do everything
possible so that our courtesy, competence and availability can supply for some small limitations
due to the current health emergency.

Thank you

For following all our instructions and for choosing us to spend your wonderful holiday in Salento..

Dear Guest,
below we indicate the procedure that we have prepared to make your holidays safer and with less
worries.
Each point has been studied to reduce "naturally", without excessive constraints, the possibilities
of contact and consequently the vehicle opportunities of the virus. We understand that some
points may seem like limitations, but they are indispensable to guarantee yours and our safety.
For this we say thank you for your collaboration, which is essential to do your holiday most
beautiful ever but also safer.

We remind you that to enter in Apulia is required a self registration, using the oﬃcial portal of the
Region

Puglia Salute https://www.sanita.puglia.it/autosegnalazione-coronavirus
To enjoy your stay you can download the following Apps:

Welcome My Self
With this App you will always have on your Smartphone the possibility
to check-in, to control the balance of your room account, the extra
drinks you have purchased and much more.

Menù My Self
With this App you will always have on your Smartphone the bar service,
breakfast and dinner. You can book a table, order breakfast and view
the dinner menu in total autonomy and comfort.

Mahosy
With this App you will have at any time of day or night free access to
the parking door and, at night, even to the main door.

Visit our website www.hotelmontecallini.com: you will find all the
information on the "Safe Hospitality" procedure.

“Safe Hospitality”

Here's what is expected

O

nline Check-In and use of the “MySelf Welcom” App
For the safety of all our guests, this year, we have invested in technology to make a "zero touch
system" in order to minimize the possibility of contamination from contacts of surfaces of the
commonly used objects.For this reason, 7 days before your arrival, we will send an e-mail with a
link to do a online check-in directly from PC, or by downloading the “MySelf Welcom” App for iOS
and Android systems. The App can be used during the stay, to have all the information about the
bill of the room.
.

A

rrival and car park
Upon arrival at the Hotel Montecallini, with your own means of transport or with public transport,
it is an external route along the main entrance, to be done independently, with your suitcases. In
case you need for help, please only the head of the family or the group leader have to go at the
reception to ask for the necessary support. Throughout the route and in the eventual waiting
outside the reception entrance, we ask our guests to keep their interpersonal distance of at least
1 meter.

T

emperature control and access to the reception
At the entrance of the main door there is an automatic "temperature control" and the "use of the
mask" check, by means of a thermoscanner. Once checked, the door opens automatically.
Instead, if the measured temperature is higher than 37.5 ° C, the door remains closed. The
thermoscanner also reveals the presence of the mask on the face; in the absence of it, the door
gets stuck.

S

elf Check-in
A sanitized Tablet and a dedicated space will be made available at the Hotel, where guests who
have not been able to check-in online can do it independently. In order to avoid waiting, we advise
all customers to check-in online before they arrive.

H

ealth questionnaire and privacy authorization
Guest, by turning on the main door and having checked-in online, can go at the reception,
following the appropriate paths. It is recommended to keep a distance of at least 1 meter from the
other guests who aren't part of the same family and/or not live together. The Receptionist will
hand over the health questionnaire and the privacy policy to the guest. We remark that in case of
refusal of guest to report information about the state of health, regarding the possibility of
contagion Covid-19, in order to ensure the safety of the health of all guests, the Hotel will could
deny access to the room and common areas.

H

anding over the keys
Upon arrival of guests, room keys will be handed over to the reception. The keys will be previously
sanitized with alcohol based products, with an equal concentration or more than 70%, and stored

in sealed envelopes in order to prevent any contamination. The keys must be kept by the guest
for the entire period of the stay. It will be cure of the guest to hand over the keys to the reception
upon his departure.

L

ift
In order to maintain safety distances, the lift can only be used by 1 person at a time or by people
who share the same room or are part of same family. At the entrance of each lift, the guest will
find sanitizing gel. We request in order to ensure the health of all guests, that the lift is used after
sanitizing the hands.

L

uggage
We recommend the guest to carry alone their luggage from the means of transport to the room.
However, sanitized trolleys will be made available for the transport of luggage. We recommend the
use of these trolleys independently by the guest. Upon request, luggage can be stored in an
appropriately delimited area.

A

ree Comuni
Le aree comuni dell’Hotel sono organizzate con percorsi diﬀerenti per ingresso ed uscita. Tutti i
percorsi sono contraddistinti da apposita segnaletica verticale ed orizzontale che guida l’ospite
verso le diverse aree della struttura. Chiediamo agli ospiti di aiutarci, per la sicurezza di tutti,
seguendo tali indicazioni.

M

ySelf Menu app (Breakfast – Dinner – Bar Service)
We have invested in safety and technology to create the "Zero Touch system", that guarantee our
guests the tranquility of not having to touch common objects, that could be Covid-19 virus spread
vehicle. Guests can download for free from the Apple and Google stores the "MySelf Menu" app,
that allows, independently and from own Smartphone, to book a table in the hotel restaurant, to
order the Bar Service at any point the hotel or to ask for the room service. In the event that guests
do not have one available smartphone, the Hotel, whenever necessary, will temporarily make
available a sanitized device.

C

leaning of rooms
All our rooms are clean, and sanitized with specific and certified medical product. The whole
cleaning and sanitizing process, carried out by our staﬀ, does not can be done if the guest is in
the room. Therefore during all the time necessary, the guest cannot be present. The guest can
request that during the stay, the staﬀ of the housekeeping does not enter to the room to carry out
daily cleaning.

S

ervizio di Prima Colazione
Following the guidelines issued by the national and local government, we have modified the
breakfast service, trying to make it even better and safer. We ask our guests to book the table
with the "MySelf Menu" App application before 11:30 pm of the previous day and to choose the
breakfast time. There are four times available: 07.00 / 08.00 / 09.00 / 10.00 At the entrance, the

guest have to wait for the arrival of an operator who will measure the temperature and will
accompaign him to the reserved table. All breakfast will be served directly by our staﬀ, except for
hot drinks (cappuccino / milk / coﬀee etc.) and cold drinks (orange / pineapple juices) which can
be picked up by guests, directly from the vending machines, after hand sanitization. Is always
possible to order "caﬀetteria" prepared by our staﬀ . The Zero Touch system that we have
adopted allows you to consult the breakfast menu directly from your smartphone and to place the
order, that arrives in the kitchens. Our staﬀ will always be at your disposal

B

ar service
Bar service will be available from 11.00 to 23.30. It will not be possible to have the service at the
counter but it will be done directly at the tables and/or swimming pool. In each location (Pool/
Garden/Platform/Hall) a QRCode will be visible, ready to be framed with your smartphone
(requires the MySelf Menu App) and to give you the possibility of ordering drinks. Just time to
prepare them, and our staﬀ will serve you directly at your location.

L

unch / Cold Dishes Service
From 12.00 to 17.30 it is possible to order cold dishes, strictly from the platform of the garden and
from the outer room of the restaurant. Also in this case, a QRCode will be visible on each table,
ready to be framed with your smartphone (requires the MySelf Menu Menu). You will have access
the menu of cold dishes in order to have lunch.

R

estaurant
The restaurant is open from 01st July. Also for this service we have adopted the Zero Touch
system, which allows you to peruse the dinner menu. Also for the restaurant service it is
necessary to book the table, before 18.30 of the same day of the dinner. The restaurant service
opens at 19.30 and involves multiple shifts in order to guarantee the right distance between
guests. Wait near the entrance of the main room. You will be greeted by our staﬀ who, after the
temperature check, will accompany you to your table. Here you can use the MySelf Menu app.
Framing the QRCode visible on the table, the dinner menu will open and you can choose your
favorite dishes; at the end our operator will summarize to you the order, and proceed with
sending. Our staﬀ will always be at your disposal to help you.

P

OOL
Due to ensure the correct distance and sanitization of all the seats, access to the solarium area,
will be subject to reservations, on time slots. The reservation must be made by a request to
reception and subject to availability. Access to the pool and the relax/whirlpool area will always be
guaranteed to all guests, without reservations (but it will be the guest's responsibility not to enter
in to the pool or relax area when there is more than 18 people). Each guest must maintain a
minimum interpersonal distance of 1,5 meters. Guests from the same family and/or the same
room are not subject to the minimum distance. All personal belongings, present at each seat,
must be stored in a personal bag. If the guest does not have one, he can request one at the
reception. Guests cannot use the linen present in the room, for the swimming pool and/or
solarium area. You can use a personal towel, or request one at the reception. The towel for
swimming pool use has a daily cost of € 5.00 which includes use, washing and sanitization. At the

end of the daily use, the guest must close it in the appropriate package and bring it to the
attendant. In case of non-delivery, the cost of € 5.00 will be charged daily, until delivery. Each
parent and/or guardian will have to supervise their children and will guarantee them compliance
with the rules for access to the swimming pool/solarium area.In compliance with governmental
and regional regulations, the Stations in the pool are fixed and cannot be changed in order to
respect the distances provided. To enter the pool, is required a shower before entry and the use of
headphones in addition to the correct practice of good behavior. Infants should wear containment
diapers.

F. A. Q.
Why do I have to wear the mask ?
Italian legislation provides for the use of the mask in all indoor places (hall / corridors / halls / etc.)
except when sitting at the restaurant / breakfast table. In the whole external area the mask must
be used only when the interpersonal application of at least 1 meter cannot be guaranteed.
Why do I have to book the breakfast table?
This year we request to reserve the breakfast table in order to respect the right interpersonal
distances imposed by current regulations. Booking also guarantees a better, more accurate and
safer service for everyone
Why do I have to book the Lounger / Pool Seat?
The current Italian legislation provides for a minimum space of 7 m2 for each person, both in the
solarium area and in the pool, and a minimum space between the beds of 1,5 meters. Therefore in
order to guarantee all guests relaxation in the solarium area and above all to plan the sanitization
of each station used, we ask our guests to book the Loungers / Pool seats in advance. Anyway
the entrance to the pool is always free and available (max 18 people at the same time).
What is Welcome MySelf for?
It is a free APP, available for Apple or Android systems, which allows the guest to access their
reservation with username and password or booking number and surname, and be able to checkin online, check the status of their booking, the costs of extra drinks and to get additional
information about your bill. The Welcome Myself App is part of our "Zero Touch system" which
contributes to the procedure for reducing the risk of contagion from Covid-19.
Why do I have to check-in online?
Online check-in is part of the Anticovid-19 procedure, but above all it serves to minimize your
waiting at the reception for the delivery of the key. Upon your arrival at the Reception, having
already checked-in online, all you have to do is check the accuracy of your identity documents.
Immediately after you will be given the keys and can enter your rooms.
What is the MySelf Menu for?
It is another free APP, available for Apple and Android systems, which is used for reservation of
the table and for all food and drinks orders, from the various areas. In total autonomy and
depending on the opening hours of the services, you can book the table for breakfast or dinner,
view the menu and order completely independently from your smartphone. One of our staﬀ will
always be at your disposal for any clarification, information or to help you.
Do I have to use the Welcome MySelf APP or MySelf Menu?
No. Both for "Welcome" and for "Menù" you can use the WebApp; by scanning the appropriate
QRCode, you can access a web page where you can perform any operation, as with the App
installed. We still recommend installing the App, as it is easier and faster.
What is Mahosy used for?
It is a free APP, available for Apple and Android systems, that serves for everyone to have free
access to the parking door and at night to the main door. In the entrances there is however a
video intercom connected directly to the Reception which allows our staﬀ to open the door
remotely in case of need.

I have symptoms attributable to Covid-19 what should I do?

If you or people with whom you share the room manifest symptoms of CoVid-19 (dry cough, high
fever, diﬃculty breathing, loss of taste) during your stay DON'T GET OUT OF THE
YOUR ROOM and DO NOT COME NEAR to other Guests or Staﬀ of the Hotel. Contact the
reception desk with your room telephone or with your mobile phone (dial 201 from your room, dial
+390833767850 with your mobile phone). Our staﬀ will immediately activate the security
procedures.
We remind you that the emergency medical numbers are as follows:
- "Regione Puglia" emergency number - 800 713 931
- Unique emergency number. - 112
- Unique emergency number. - 118
- Unique number of Public Utilities. - 15000

